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ABSTRACT

To provide a project-based learning experience during the COVID-19 outbreak, we mailed experimental kits to 285 undergraduate students and developed curriculum for a multi-player online robot simulation game. Students successfully achieved cognitive objectives and rated the remote learning experience comparably to the prior-year in-person implementation. However, there was a 10% decrease in self-reported motivation for the project and only 15% of students endorsed offering the course online in the future. Students most frequently felt that reduced quality of interaction was a key difficulty (43%) and seldom identified reduced hands-on experiences (7%) as a difficulty, a course aspect they identified as the most motivating. Preserving the known benefits of project-based learning for engineering retention will likely require improving remote collaboration strategies for hands-on activities.
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INTRODUCTION

Project-based engineering courses increase student retention and improve student learning (Pomalaza-Ráez and Groff 2003; Yadav et al. 2011; Knight, Carlson, and Sullivan 2007), particularly
if they emphasize hands-on and collaborative experiences (Razzaq 2003; Jones et al. 2013), which are also highly valued for personal and professional growth (Alpay et al. 2008; Chanson 2004). Unfortunately, remote learning requirements due to COVID-19 now make it difficult to provide these valuable experiences. Practical challenges include supplying equipment, fabricating at home, ensuring safety, remote troubleshooting, and facilitating collaborative learning.

METHODS

In Spring 2020, 285 students enrolled in “Mechanical Systems Laboratory”, a required upper division course whose cognitive objectives are to understand the theory, implementation, and measurement of linear dynamical systems and controls. Students traditionally perform six three-hour long experiments in teams of three in a campus laboratory staffed by teaching assistants (TA). For the final project, they design and build a robot that competes in a race (Figure 1).

UC Irvine announced classes would be online three weeks before course onset. When considering how to replicate the course hands-on experiences remotely, we decided to utilize the accessibility of consumer mechatronic parts. Within three weeks, we assembled and mailed 285 experimental kits to students, comprised of various user-friendly mechanical and electrical components. We redesigned the laboratory experiments for kit compatibility, preserving the integrity of the learning content. Three international students in shipping-restricted areas eventually used an online platform (Tinker

![Figure 1. Left: Students racing physical robots in 2019. Right: Student teleoperating virtual robot in 2020 with their custom-made gaming controller. Each circular blob was controlled by a different student during the online game.](image)
CAD) to simulate the physical circuitry for experiments. We provided a safety lecture and required students to display safety rules at home.

To provide a similar project-based learning experience while remaining in the scope of our cognitive objectives, we changed the project from building an in-person robot to building an online multiplayer game controller and using it to steer a simulation of the robot (Figure 2). In Phase I, we assigned students to work in teams of three to design the traditional mobile robot in CAD software (SolidWorks). In Phase 2, students simulated control of their robot (MATLAB). Some students had difficulty reaching teammates in Phase I due to the lack of physical accountability of lab attendance. Therefore, while we still encouraged teamwork in Phase 2, we required each student to write code, run simulations, and describe results individually. In Phase 3, we pivoted from physical fabrication through shop processes to developing a homemade gaming controller that controlled the virtual robot. Each student constructed the controller circuitry from the provided kits, coded the control law for their virtual robot, then steered their robot in a multiplayer online game competition that we designed and hosted (Figure 1).

The teaching staff developed the required hardware and software architecture throughout the first five weeks of the course, engaging students throughout the process. Students tested the game server performance on their personal computing environment and provided feedback. Involving students in the development process helped identify bugs, improve server robustness, and engage students in the project.

To analyze achievement of the cognitive objectives, we compared scores from the 2020 to 2019 midterm (multiple choice covering similar content). We encouraged academic integrity by testing in a constrained time window, randomizing question order, showing one question at a time, and requiring signing of an academic integrity statement.

### PRELIMINARY RESULTS

All students who received a kit were able to develop a gaming controller and compete in the online game with no safety incidents. As an example of collaborative gameplay, we asked students to demonstrate that they could spell UCI with their virtual robots – an activity that replicated an exercise the prior-year students had done with their physical robots (Figure 3).

Although we required team presentations only for Phase 1, 80% reported continuing to work on a team for the other phases. However, while only 21% reported dissatisfaction with their team-based learning experiences, 65% reported wishing they could have worked more in teams. A hub for informal teamwork was a student-initiated group-chatting platform (Discord) joined by 67% of students.

We compared cognitive and affective outcomes from the 2020 remote (N=272) and 2019 in-person (N=257) versions of the course. Students achieved comparable midterm scores (69 ± 14% SD vs. 71 ± 12% SD in 2019). They rated the course similarly (3.43 ± 0.79 in 2020 vs. 3.55 ± 0.62 in 2019).
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Figure 2. Course project design for traditional in-person and new remote formats.
Silhouettes represent the number of students per task. TOP: The in-person course follows a typical development project workflow of design, build, and test, where students work in teams of three throughout the quarter to apply lab-practiced concepts to the development of an autonomous wheeled robot. Roles are divided into mechanical, electrical, and control aspects of robot function. Each student team built one robot and presented their work together as a team. BOTTOM: The remote project retained focus on the development of a wheeled robot. The dynamics of the wheeled robot were emulated in a game based on Agar.io. Students developed a custom hardware game controller and a closed loop control law in software to drive their emulated robot to play the Agar.io game. Students first worked in teams of three to design and present the mechanical systems of the wheeled robot (in SolidWorks, Phase 1). They then were encouraged to continue to work in teams, but were responsible to individually simulate the control of the robot (in MATLAB, Phase 2) and to each develop the hardware and software for their gaming controller (Phase 3).
on a 0 (inadequate) to 4 (excellent) scale, “What overall rating would you give this course?”. They reported attending lecture equally regularly and felt they learned a lot about robotics (Figure 4).

In a free response question about advantages of remote learning, they most often noted recorded lectures and the flexibility of remote access (Figure 5).

---

**Figure 3.** Comparison of the physical robots in 2019 (left) with the virtual robots in 2020 (right). In 2020, students worked collaboratively to spell UCI with their virtual robots using their custom gaming controllers.

---

**Figure 4.** Comparisons of 2019 in-person and 2020 remote learning aspects on a self-assessed rating scale of strongly disagree (-2), disagree (-1), no opinion (0), agree (1) to strongly agree (2) respectively. The cognitive and affective outcomes queried in the survey were: I attended lecture regularly (Q1), I did a lot of individual research on the project (Q2), I learned a lot about robotics in this course (Q3), and I was very motivated by this project (Q4). Plots show average ± one standard deviation. * indicates significant difference between 2019 and 2020 scores (t-test, p < 0.05).
However, in response to this question about advantages of remote learning, the second-most frequent entry was “None” (Figure 5). Self-reported scores for self-learning and motivation for the project also significantly decreased by 6.0% and 9.8% respectively (Figure 4). Further, only 15% of students endorsed offering the course remotely in the future. They also rated the remote course more difficult (59% reported “very challenging” vs. 43% in 2019). They most often identified the following difficulties with remote learning: reduced communication and interaction (43%), reduced motivation (14%) and reduced hands-on activities (7%) (Figure 5). Students who found the course more stressful were more likely to identify reduced quality of interaction as a notable difficulty of the remote format (linear regression, p < 0.01), particularly with the teaching staff. When asked “What helped you stay motivated for learning in MAE106?”, the top response was “Hands-on labs and project” (25%) (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Distribution of factors mentioned by students during survey regarding the advantages and the difficulties of taking the course online as well as the primary motivating factors. Only factors with a response frequency greater than 5% are shown.
NEXT STEPS

The remote, kit-based experience was successful based on exam performance and overall course ratings. However, students reported decreased motivation and did not advise using this format in the future. They primarily identified reduced interaction quality rather than reduced hands-on activity as a difficulty (indeed, they identified hands-on activity as the primary motivator for learning). Notably, students had the same contact duration with the instructors during lecture, lab, and office hours as in prior years. Yet, mediating these interactions through videoconferencing was dissatisfying.

As mentioned above, project-based learning incorporating hands-on learning and collaboration is beneficial for engineering student retention. While students in our course were largely satisfied with and motivated by the hands-on component, their unmet affective needs might negatively impact retention, which we intend to assess next. A key need is therefore determining how remote interactions can be improved in a way that better facilitates the collaborations inherent to traditional project-based learning.
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